ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely adopted in many domains like military and environment monitoring.In general, sensors in WSNs aim to sense and collect various types of information from environments. Sensors usually can be divided into two types as static or mobile sensors, where mobile sensors can move to collect the information from static sensors. How to make the best use of sensor's energy and prolong network lifetime is a challenge, which has attracted the attention of researchers in recent years. In this paper, we schedule mobile sensors by applying techniques derived from ant colony optimization and genetic algorithm in order to balance the energy consumption of mobile sensors. The network where static sensors are deployed are divided into relatively small regions, then we use our technique to allocate these regions to each mobile sensor, while ensuring that energy consumption of each mobile sensor is close to each other. Experimental evaluation shows that our technique can effectively balance the load of each mobile sensor and thus prolong the networks lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of wireless communication, signal processing and micro electronic technique, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) becomes a relatively mature technique nowadays, and WSNs aims to sense and gather sensory data for supporting domain applications in the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] . Generally, sensors aim to collect various types of information from their surrounding, and they also have rich properties, such as the communication and movement abilities. WSNs has been widely used in many domains, such as the flood or disaster control [2] , military surveillance, underwater environment monitoring and so on. For instance, underwater WSNs are deployed to explore aqueous environments where sensors are deployed in the complex underwater environment and are influenced by the aqueous processes of advection and dispersion [3] . Generally, sensors have mostly limited energy, and energy harvesting may not be convenient, or impossible, in certain situations. In this setting, the strategy that can prolong the network lifetime while satisfying the requirement of certain applications is a challenge.
Nowadays in a self-organizing network, sensors can be categorized as mobile sensors and static sensors. Intuitively, static sensors aim to collect sensory data from their surrounding environment, while mobile sensors are to gather and aggregate sensory data provided by static sensors. The usage of mobile sensors to collect data can efficiently improve the network ability, and much effort has been proposed to adopt mobile sensors for facilitating sensory data gathering. In [4] , mobile sensors collect sensory data provided from static sensors by estimating the value of sensory data through adopting a relatively simple model. Nikmard and Taherizadeh [5] and Liu et al. [6] have discuss that mobile sensors collect data based on clusters. Specifically, sensory data in each cluster are divided to be collected. It means that mobile sensors need not to traverse all static sensors. Instead, they only need to pass some positions and gather sensory data that have been collected and assembled. Note that this strategy may accelerate energy consumption of static sensors, since sensory data are required to be assembled after the data gathering phase. In [7] data transmitting between each static sensors is prohibited, and mobile sensors can collect sensory data from static sensors. A mobile sensor contains more energy than that of static sensor, and mobile sensors are undertaking more tasks in WSNs. We define in this paper the lifetime of the network is the time when the first mobile sensor depletes its energy. In order to prolong the lifetime of network, we must concern about the energy consumption of each mobile sensor, and try to ensure that the energy consumption is relatively equivalent for all mobile sensors.
In this article we propose to balance the energy consumption of mobile sensors for prolonging the network lifetime. Sensors in this paper are non-rechargeable unlike in [8] .
To support the time-aware domain applications, static sensors sense and gather sensory data, while mobile sensors collect and aggregate sensory data. Generally, more energy should be consumed for the movement of mobile sensors than that for sensory data collection. The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:
• A non-complete graph is adopted to describe the network region based on region dividing. A graph consist of a set of vertices and a set of edges. The whole WSNs region is divided into many small cells firstly. Then each small cell region is looking on as a vertex, and a appropriate distance between any two cells is looking on as edge of two vertices. Compared with other research that also have divided the WSNs region, the concept of graph we have introduced can clearly show the information of a WSNs region and it simplify the question.
• Time constraint is considered for setting the number of mobile sensors. In authenticity, there may have some constraints on time spending when all static sensors have upload their data to mobile sensors once. Setting a suitable number of mobile sensors is paramount. We propose a inequation to calculate a congruous value that satisfy the time constraint.
• An energy balanced scheduling for mobile sensors is proposed. We define each vertex a weight in graph, it represent the number of static sensors contained in a small cell region. Then we use our technique that inspired by some heuristic algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to schedule routes for each mobile sensor considering energy balance. The evaluation result shows that by applying the technique into the WSNs region, the energy consumption of each mobile sensor is similar, that means no sensors could use out of its energy quickly than others and the network is stable and its lifetime is prolonged. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the first step of our technique. Section III introduces the main step of our technique. Section IV evaluates the procedure developed in this paper. Section V introduces the related work, and section VI makes a conclusion of our work. TABLE 1 are some symbols and notations used in subsequent sections.
II. DIVIDING THE REGION AND TRANSFORM INTO GRAPH
In this section, we present the first step of our technique, to divide the whole region into pieces and then abstract them into a graph. Dividing can simplify the workload of network. A graph can clearly describe the information in WSNs. There are three sub-steps in this section.
First step is to divide the monitored region S into many small regions. It is applied in some papers when talking about WSNs technology [9] . To monitor a specific region, firstly we randomly deploy static sensor nodes. Unlike [10] , [11] , we consider that the region is obstacles free. The sensors are randomly distributed, so in some area it may be dense and other area it may be sparse. After deployment, sensors position will be fixed and their position information can be get [12] . To manage the mobile sensors and static sensors we divide the region into small and equal size and shape cells. In each small cell, it may contains more or less some static sensors. We can get that the only difference between each small cells is the number of static sensors contained. We carefully set a length for every small region. Concerning that the communication radius of mobile sensor is r, the length of small region gSide should be less than √ 2r, so when a mobile sensor move towards a small rectangular region and stop at the center of the region, it can communicate with all static sensors in this area and collect informations. On the other hand, the length should not be so small, or mobile sensor would consume more energy on traveling.
The next step is to abstract the region S into a graph. To simplify the problem we use the concept of graph. A graph G is a set of vertices Ve and a set of edges E, which show the relationship between these vertices. It can be shown as G = (Ve, E). A graph can be divided into complete graph and non-complete graph. In a complete graph every vertex have a relation to every other vertex. To better understand over scenario we model our problem as a non-complete graph in which the cells represent vertices of the graph and a appropriate distance between these cells represents the edges between these vertices. We propose that when a mobile sensor move from one small cell region to another, it is the best way to stop at the center of the region. It would cover with all the static sensors in the area most possibly. Fig. 1 shows that if a mobile sensor does not move to the centre of a small cell region maybe it would not cover with all this region. So we define that the distance between the center of two small cell regions is the corresponding distance of two vertices. In addition, we assign each vertex a weight which is related to static sensors number contained in cell itself. This concept is very important for our research. It represent the ability on energy consumption. As we have mentioned above, static sensors are randomly deployed in the region, each small cell region include different number of static sensors. We define that the weight of a vertex is the number of static sensors deployed in this cell region. Larger weight values means, the more energy a mobile sensor would consume when visiting the area for gathering information. After above working, now we have put all the information of the region S into a graph. Fig. 1 shows an example of graph, it is a non-complete graph transfer from an rectangle region which we have divided it into 12 pieces of cell region.
We define that the moving of mobile sensors are either horizontal or vertical, and each vertex would be passed only by once. c i consists of all g i 's for which one mobile sensor is responsible to collect data. So if there are c i .gnum small squares contained in a cluster c i , the length a mobile sensor m i need to move should be (c i .gnum − 1) × gSide, and Em i = uEm × (c i .gnum − 1).
III. MOBILE SENSORS ROUTING TECHNIQUE
In this section, we propose a technique which is to schedule for mobile sensors, and two steps are included in. First step is to determine the number of mobile sensors. Next step is to schedule routes for them using algorithm inspired by heuristic.
A. DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER OF MOBILE SENSORS
In this part, we demonstrate how to set the suitable number of mobile sensors. Mobile sensors are widely used in WSNs, they can freely move to anywhere. The use of mobile sensors improve the ability of information gathering. When a mobile sensor move to some place, than it connect with the static sensors in nearby region. After that static sensors upload data to mobile sensor, the way of connection and transformation can be various, bluetooth or radio can be the medium of communication. Most people use a single mobile sensor to solve their problem, [13] use one mobile sensor to gather data from static sensors which are rechargeable. In our work, we use more than one mobile sensor to collect the information gathered by static sensors. In very truth, when a static sensor is working, it is limited by its power and memory space [14] . So it can not store much information for a long time. After exhausted the memory space, it can not collect more data from the environment otherwise the data will be loss. In some cases, it may cause unpredictable results. On the other hand, in time sensitive application we need to get the information as soon as possible, the mobile sensor need to complete this work in limited time [15] , [16] .
As we have mentioned above, the movement of mobile sensor can be either horizontal or vertical, so it is clear that when a mobile sensor move from one vertex to any one of its nearest vertex, the time and energy consumption is same on condition that all mobile sensors have the same speed and they have the same ability in energy consumption. Em i represent the energy consumption of a mobile sensor during its movement, if Em i is larger, it means that mobile sensor has spend more time on moving and its total length on moving is larger. The other part of energy consumption is Eg i , if c i contains more static sensors, the mobile sensor which is responsible for this cluster would have a larger in Eg i . Without loss of generality, we assume that Eg i is in proportional to the number of static sensors in cluster c i , although there may have minor difference in energy consumption due to the difference in distance between static sensors and a certain mobile sensor. The total energy consumption of m i is c i .EC = Em i + Eg i . We assume that when a mobile sensor is working, the process of data gathering is instantly completed. That means how long would a mobile sensor complete its work is only related to the number of vertices it would travel around. In order to balance the energy consumption of each mobile sensors and to balance the time consumption, we must allocate each mobile sensor a nearest number of vertices.
With above conclusion, we propose a method to ensure the amount of mobile sensors so that they can satisfy the time sensitive application:
• T represents the maximum time limitation when all static sensors upload its data to mobile sensors for once. it is manually set, usually we set T concerning about the timeliness of the information, or about timely get the information with the limited memory space.
• N represents the number of vertices in graph.
• v is the speed of mobile sensor.
• t represents the time when a mobile sensor move between two nearest vertices. We have mention above that the mobile sensor must move from one vertex to one of its nearest neighbor, so t= gSide/v.
• M represents the number of mobile sensors and it is what we want to ensure. We can get an inequation which show the relationship between M and T on condition that T is satisfied:
We set M the minimum integer that greater than M. Up to now we have get the value of M which guarantee the T be satisfied in minimum level. N /M represent the number of vertices that each mobile sensor should pass by. Further, in some situation, we can not equally divide all vertices in M parts, that means N is not divisible by M . We mention a method (3) to solve this problem. We define that first D mobile sensors must go through a (C + 1) number of vertices, and the other mobile sensors must go through a C number of vertices. C is the quotient of N /M , and D is the remainder of that.
After this step, all N vertices are allocated to M mobile sensors considering the T and time consumption of each mobile sensors.
To have a better understanding, we use an example to clearly show our technique. We set T = 120s, N = 54, and the speed of mobile sensor v = 5m/s, gSide = 50m. According to (1) and (2), M 4.15, so we set M = 5. In this region, we deploy 5 mobile sensors to collect data from static sensors. C = 10 and D = 4, so the allocation of vertices to mobile sensors is [11, 11, 11, 11, 10] .
B. MOBILE SENSORS's ROUTING
In this part, we introduce the technique to schedule for each mobile sensor adopting the technique inspired by heuristic algorithm. Research have been taken in planning for mobile sensor. As similar with the model of Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [17] , we can propose our problem as a multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (mTSP).
The TSP problem is that salesman travel all the cities in a map, and each city he can only visit for once. The propose of this classics problem is to minimum the tour length of salesman by planning a suitable route. As a extension, people propose a multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (mTSP) , that means the number of salesman is more than one. There are at least three situations about mTSP: 1) M salesman start from a same city and they travel to different city, finally they return to the start city, each city can be traveled only once by only one man. 2) M salesman start from a same city and they travel to different city, finally they stop at the last city they have visited, each city can be traveled only once by only one man.
3) M salesman start from M different cities and they travel to different city, finally they stop at the last city they have visited, each city can be traveled only once by only one man. In this paper, we define our problem using the third situation. The mobile sensors can be set at different start vertex, and when they finish their work, they need not to go back to the start. Mobile sensors can be seen as salesman, and the process when they move from one vertex to another is the same as salesman travel from one city to another.
The mTSP is a Non-deterministic Polynomial complete problem. It has attract many attentions on solving this problem in the last few decades. The heuristic algorithm have widely used to solve this problem [18] , [19] . The author in Deng et al. use GA to solve their problem and they compare it with other Algorithms. We have also inspired by their works and we try to find the solution in our research field. In this paper we use the technique inspired by GA and ACO to solve the problem. we introduce the technique respectively as follow:
GA is one kind of heuristic algorithm and it is on the basis of evolution theory. It simulate the process of biological evolution, to find the optimal solution. Usually it has four steps: encoding, selection, mutation, and crossover.
Encoding: In this paper, a chromosome represent a route for all mobile sensors, it includes all vertices. Genes that represent the vertex are arranged according to access sequence. The fitness value of a chromosome represent the individual viability in population. We calculate fitness value considering both the total energy consumption on moving and the variance of each mobile sensor's energy consumption on information collection. If one chromosome has the biggest value in fitness in history, it is as the best of the population. Pi represent the probability of survival of a chromosome i according to its fitness value f i .
Selection: We calculate the fitness values of all the chromosomes, the biggest one is reserved and it is added to next generation. Then we use the strategy of roulette, which choose chromosome according to the proportion of one chromosome's fitness to the sum of fitness of all chromosome. If a chromosome has a bigger f i , it would more likely to be reserved.
Crossover: Two chromosomes are chosen in population randomly. We mark two chromosomes in same gene position, and then exchange the gene of two chromosomes after the mark point. By doing this the next generation generates two new child chromosomes. As an example in Fig. 2 we choose the 5th position as the mark point and we exchange the gene after it between two chromosomes. Mutation: There are two mode of mutations. One is randomly choose a gene (a vertex) from chromosome and move it to another randomly available position. The other is to randomly choose two point and reposition the vertex between the two points in inverted sequence.
Objective function: When we apply the GA, we must set the objective function F. it represent the target of the algorithm. In this paper, we combine two sub objective function into one. The first one is the total consumption on moving by all the mobile sensors Em. The other is the variance of consumption on data gathering of all mobile sensors V(Eg).
We request the minimum of F, but in fact, we can not usually get the optimal solution. We would like to get the approximately optimal solution. Also we can set the value of k1 and k2 to influence the result of solution. k1 and k2 means the importance of two sub objective function. In this paper, we first take into consideration that Em would get the minimum value. On the basis of that, we are as far as possible to ensure the V(Eg) could get the minimum value.
Algorithm 1 Scheduling Algorithm Inspired by GA

Require:
-NG:The number of chromosome in initial generation.
-L : the total tour length that all mobile sensors have gone.
Ensure:
-a chromosome with the optimal fitness value.
1: while looptime < maxofiterations do 2: choose the chromosome that has the current biggest fitness value and add the chromosome to new generation.
3:
randomly choose chromosomes when a chromosome with a high fitness value is more possibility to be chosen.
5:
end for 6: for i < NG do 7: use the strategy of crossover and mutation. 8: end for 9: return the chromosome with the best fitness value. 10 : end while As presented in Algorithm 1, at start of genetic algorithm, it calculate the fitness for all chromosomes in initial population. It choose the biggest one in fitness to be reserved (line 2). Then it use the strategy of roulette to randomly reserve the next (n -1) chromosomes (line 4). All new n chromosomes make up a new generation. After that it randomly choose two chromosomes in new generation by applying the strategy of crossover. Then it get two new child chromosomes and replace the old two parent chromosomes. Next it apply the strategy of mutation for one randomly chose chromosome (line 7). After above steps, it get a new generation as the next population. Then it repeat the above steps until it get a chromosome which has an optimal fitness value.
2) ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
ACO is inspired by the process of finding foods by ants. It first be proposed to solve the TSP, and the development of this algorithm is for at least twenty years. The main steps for the algorithm are about building the path and update the pheromone. We present it in Algorithm 2.
Building the path: Firstly put an ant at a randomly start vertex. Then it randomly move from one vertex to another, until it stop at the last vertex ensuring that every vertex from the graph has been gone by. Than we give a mark to the path. Proposing that we put M mobile sensors in monitored region, and we separate all the vertices into M parts, each part contains almost the same number of vertices. We calculate the mark by separately calculating the energy consumption on Algorithm 2 Scheduling Algorithm Inspired by ACO Require:
-na : the number of ants.
-nn : the number of vertices.
-mark i : the mark of ant i 's route.
-mo : the current optimal mark. Ensure:
-a route that has the best mark.
1: for looptime < maxofiterations do 2: for i < na do 3: for i < nn do 4: choose a next vertex according to the pheromone matrix.
5:
end for 6: calculate mark i . 7: update the pheromone matrix.
8:
if mark i is better than mo then 9: mo = mark i 10:
current route is the optimal route.
11:
end if 12: end for 13 : end for moving of each parts by mobile sensor and then adding them all. In addition we add the variance of energy consumption on data gathering of each part to above mark value. This sum value represent the mark of an ant's route.
Update The Pheromone: First we get a pheromone matrix contains the concentration of pheromone between every two vertices. At beginning all values are the same. According to the first step, we use more than one ant and each ant randomly chooses a next vertex they would like to pass when they first time put into graph. Ants move from one vertex to another according to the concentration of pheromone. If one ant complete its work and has a better mark, the concentration of pheromone on its way is added. It is clear that ants always follow the way that the concentration of pheromone is high.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
The prototype has been implemented in a Java program. Experiments are conducted on a desktop with an Intel i5-3470 processor at 3.2GHz, 8GB memory, and a 64-bit Windows 10 operation system.
We have conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of our technique. In this section, we respectively named our techniques inspired by GA and ACO as WGA and WACO, to easily describe our experiments. The experiments aim to evaluate the effectiveness in energy balance and time sensitivity of our technique WGA and WACO. TABLE 2 shows the parameter settings of our experiments. The region size is 450m × 300m with 1000 static sensors in it. We set the energy consumption of mobile sensor when collecting from a static sensor is 1 unit and the consumption on moving from one vertex to its nearest vertex is 20 units. We set r = 50m and gSide = 50m and the speed of mobile sensors is 5 m/s. V represent the variance of each mobile sensors's energy consumption.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
In general, we use V to measure the effect of algorithm, it represent the dispersion degree of energy consumption. If V is small, that means each mobile sensors are similar in energy consumption. We describe this section separately in two parts.
1) PERFORMANCE OF OUR TECHNIQUE
In real applications, people also want to get data from monitored field as soon as possible. We set this experiment to evaluate the performance of our technique WGA and WACO. It is assumed that data in monitored region must be collected in 180 seconds. According to our technique in Section III-A, we work out m = 3 according to inequation (1) and (2). Fig. 3 shows that when WGA or WACO is applied, with different number of mobile sensors deployed in field, the maximum time a mobile sensor may would spend when it finish its work. It is clear that when m is greater than 2, maximum time consumption of mobile sensors are less than 180s. That means all of mobile sensors would accomplish their work before a deadline when m > 2. Fig. 4 shows ten times experimental results when V get to a convergent state. The result of WGA and WACO in V are in a lower values and having a fluctuation on a small scale. when WGA is applied in a 450m × 300m region. From this experiment, it is clear that our technique can efficiently balance the energy consumption of mobile sensors and satisfy the time limited application. Results of scheduling shows that it achieve the prospective targets. Mobile sensors's moving obey the rules we set above. In addition, we set the number of mobile sensors from 2 to 6 , to show the impact of mobile sensors's number. Fig. 7 shows the variance on energy consumption when applying WGA. From the figure we know that V trend to be stable with the increase of loop time. When m is 2 and 3, the V is similar and less than that of 4, 5 and 6. Fig. 8 shows the variance on energy consumption when applying the WACO. With different number of mobile sensors, the result of V has some differences. The overall variation tendency is same, the V is decrease and it may have some fluctuation. Finally in a while, V is stable in a relatively small value. But there are still some differences when m is with different value. When we set m = 4 and 5, the variance of V is bigger, m = 2, 3 and 6 may be close to the optimal solution. Different number of mobile sensors may cause some difference in result of V , and it has not a unification tendency when applying different algorithm. In general, the influence of mobile sensor's number is slight, our techniques are adapted to different mobile sensor scale.
2) IMPACT OF REGION SIZE
In this experiment, we work on different size of region to show the impact of that. With different size of region shown in TABLE 3, it would be divided into different pieces of cells. That means it contains different number of vertices in a graph when it is different in region size. TSP is a NP-hard problem, the solution of TSP might be influenced by city's scale or different algorithms. We also set gSide = 50m. Fig. 9 shows variation tendency of V when WGA is applying in different region with 3 mobile sensors. With the increase of loop time, V is decrease and trend to be stable. When it is in R1 region, with time going on, V becomes stable with a relatively small value, and in R2 region, the fluctuation of V is obvious, final result of V is bigger than that of R1 region. And when it is in R3 region, the V is far bigger than others, the reason is that when the scale of vertices is increase, the ability of GA in searching the optimal solution is decrease, and it always can not find the shortest way. Fig. 10 shows the result when applying WACO in different size of region with m = 3. V is decrease and trend to be stable with time going on, finally each line is stable with a small value, we can see that all lines are in convergence quickly, the V of R1 region is smaller than others, R2 region has a bigger V than others. Fig. 11 shows the time consumption when algorithm running to a convergence state. Along with the increase of vertex scale, either WACO or WGA need more time running to a convergence state. Compared with two lines, WGA need much more time than WACO with increase of vertex scale. That means WACO is more excellent when problem scale is bigger. Combine with Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , when it is small in vertex scale, both WGA and WACO can quickly get a optimal solution. With the increase of vertex scale, WACO is more likely to get an optimal solution and it consume less time running to a convergence state.
C. COMPARISON WITH CLUSTER ADJUST TECHNIQUE
In this section, we compare WACO with Cluster adjust technique. We have known that when scale of cities are large, WACO always have a higher ability to solve the mTSP problem than WGA, and it cost relatively less time. As we have mentioned above, we add each vertex a weight, it represent the the amount of static sensors contained in this vertex. we will also compare WACO with ACO which without add a weight to each vertex.
As [7] mentioned, a cluster adjust technique are applied. We apply our technique in a 1000m×750m region with 10000 static sensors and 6 mobile sensors. And Fig. 12 shows the result when applying our WACO and ACO without adding weight and cluster adjust technique. The ACO without concerning the weight of each vertex has a high value of V, that means it can not greatly balance the energy consumption of each mobile sensors. WACO has a similar result in V with cluster adjust technique. And our technique WACO can effectively decrease the variance of mobile sensors with different datasets. That means WACO has a high ability in solving the large scale problem and it has a great adaptation.
V. RELATED WORKS
Sensors are playing a vital role in research field of WSNs. More and more research have been concentrate on the field of sensor, many challenges has been solved and there are still many challenges that have to be solved [21] , [22] . Nowadays energy saving concept is the most important in industry [23] because of the restriction of energy storage. Sensors are powered by battery, that could not work for very long time. Therefore, during deployment of sensor nodes energy must be considered. Many research have discuss the energy consumption of sensors and they have propose many solutions to efficiently utilize sensor energy and avoid energy hole problem.
The main problem of sensors in WSNs is energy consumption. In a region with both static sensor and mobile sensor, mobile sensor would consume more energy because it has the ability of moving. To schedule a route for mobile sensor rationally is a challenge. A great route for mobile sensor can decrease the energy consumption on moving and prolong the lifetime of sensor. Han et al. [24] introduce some routing protocols for data gathering.
Gan et al. divide the monitor region into small grids, each grid has the same size and shape. The authors want to reduce the energy consumption by reducing data transmission. They choose some nodes located at suitable positions as information package transfer stations. Other nodes are in sleep mode and mobile sinks are allowed to go cross each chosen node and collect the information. Zhu et al. [25] propose method to reduce the hotspot problem and increase the network lifetime. They form all the sensors in monitor region into several trees. The information collected by the node are send to its root node and upload to the mobile sink which would move to the root node. In [26] , nodes that deployed in a monitored field have ability of moving. And they use the strategy of exchange the position of two nodes to balance the energy consumption of each node to prolong the lifetime of WSNs. The technique introduced in [27] firstly transmit information of each node to a sensor node that located nearest the center of a small region and then use a mobile sink to move close to the node and collect the information. After a period of time considering about the residual energy than it choose a new sensor node to communicate with mobile sink. Han et al. use a multiple layer model to reduce the network's energy consumption. Also, in [29] , the path of mobile sinks are first constrained, mobile sinks need not to care the position of static sensors. Static sensors that near the path of the mobile sink are selected as a transmit point to communicate with mobile sink. Static sensors are undertaking the function of transfer data from other static sensors. That means the energy consumption of static sensors are increase. It may cause that some sensor nodes use out of their energy quickly and energy hole problem occur. In this paper we deploy static sensors in a WSNs region and let them just sensing the environment changing and collect the data but they just upload the data to mobile sensors directly. They need not to transmit data to other static sensors at all. It ensure that static sensors have a similar in energy consumption.
Many researchers uses the technique of region dividing, to divide the whole region into many small region in size. In [7] , [30] , and [31] , authors use the technique of cluster to organize the way of information transmitting according to the energy balance. [7] first divides the WSNs regions into grid cells and group them into some clusters. Then use cluster adjust technique to adjust clusters ensuring that in each cluster, the number of static sensors are similar. And mobile sinks are used to collect data from each cluster. It just take the energy balance into consideration, but it may cause that each mobile sensor is similar in energy consumption but not similar in time consumption. In this paper, we use the concept of graph theory to describe the region based on region dividing. We regard each small cell as a vertex. A suitable distance between cells is look on as the edge between vertices. Then we take both energy consumption and time restriction into consideration. We set a suitable number of mobile sensors, so that they can undertake a appropriate workload and finish their work before a deadline.
Heuristic algorithms are applied to schedule mobile sensor in WSNs region because scheduling for sensors always can be seen as a TSP. In [32] and [33] ACO is applied to WSNs. Wang et al. [32] discuss in home automation network, mobile sink is deployed to collect data from sensor nodes. To save energy and prolong networks life time, they scheduling for mobile sink by applying ACO. Simulation results show their algorithm can improve the life time of home automation network lifetime. Their work just apply one mobile sink and scheduling a route for it. But in many sensor networks applications, more than one mobile sinks are needed. We discuss in this paper that multiple mobile sensors are deployed. We use the mTSP model to describe the problem. Each mobile sensor is looking on as salesman and vertex is looking on as city. We give each vertex a weight, and it represent the amount of static sensors included in the vertex. In order to prolong the lifetime of network, we propose techniques inspired by GA and ACO and schedule for mobile sensors considering the energy consumption of sensor's moving and data collection.
VI. CONCLUSION
WSNs technology are in a quickly development nowadays, it would change the way we life. The usage of sensors can VOLUME 5, 2017 monitor the environment changes in our life area. Mobile sensor can undertake the duty of information collection. But there are still challenges in WSNs. The usage of mobile sensors are limited by its energy, and scheduling for mobile sensor that make the most use of its energy and prolong the lifetime of WSNs is a challenge. In this paper, we focus on the lifetime of WSNs and propose a technique that balance the energy consumption of mobile sensors and prolong the lifetime of network. Firstly we divide the region into many small cells. We abstract the region into a graph then. Each small cells are looked on as a vertex, and mobile sensors are going to collect the data from each vertex. We use the technique inspired by heuristic algorithm to schedule for each mobile sensor considering both the energy consumption of moving and data collection. Experimental results show that our technique can balance the energy consumption of each mobile sensor and the lifetime of network can be prolonging. 
